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Here is Part 2 of our report from this summer’s visit to the Talia Agler Girls Shelter in Nairobi.
(Click here for Part 1.) We thank you for taking the time to read, share and support the Tali
Fund’s mission of “Saving the World—One Life at a Time.”
We devoted a good amount of time on this trip to education. It is as important in Africa as it is in
the West and probably more so. Education can mean the difference between a life of menial
poverty and one of promise, opportunity and accomplishment. It is the key to a decent future—
and a decent life.
The children who arrive at TAGS often lag their their peers educationally. Given their
backgrounds of abuse, exploitation, etc. this is not surprising. But one of the remarkable things
about human beings is that we fall along a bell curve of intellectual ability, regardless of
circumstances. A disastrous childhood does not necessarily condemn us to a disastrous life.
Nor does it mean that the ability to learn, grow and excel has been irretrievably lost.
The girls at TAGS divide into three main educational groups. The first group learns in the oneroom schoolhouse on the grounds of the Shelter. This is where all of the girls study when they
first arrive at TAGS. The teacher works with anywhere from 15-25 students, who currently
range in age from 7 to 18. The students’ educational levels are also varied. Some have had little
or no previous schooling. Others are recovering from trauma. Still, they know how much is at
stake and make the most of their opportunity to learn there. There is no “goofing around” in the
TAGS classroom. Here are some pictures of what does happen:
Teacher Jane conducting a lesson
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Multiplication tables up to 20 x 10 (!) on the whiteboard. Quick, what’s 17 x 6?

While we’re at it, how are your Algebra and Fractions these days?
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The Ten Commandments alongside Verbs: Present, Past and Past-Participle

Poster with motto on the grounds at TAGS: “Educate a Girl—Build a Nation.”
It is amazing how girls, who in most countries outperform boys academically, still have to fight
for the opportunity to get an education in many patriarchal societies.
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A second group of girls, those who have demonstrated academic ability, attend boarding
school. Unlike in the US, where boarding schools serve a niche population, they are very much
mainstream in Kenya. Tuition, including room and board, averages $1000 per year. It is an
amazing value considering.
On this trip we visited TAGS students at several different boarding schools. All of them are more
than happy to be learning there. In Kenya the school year is broken into three 3 month terms,
each followed by one month of vacation. The girls who cannot go home return to the Shelter
during vacation months.
Here we met with two HS juniors, Regina and Samantha. (Not their real names. Reminder:
please do not post these pictures on any social media or other online forum. The girls’ safety is at
stake.) They stand with, from left, Ann (TAGS Manager) Edith (CDTD and TAGS Founder and
CEO) and Mindy. Regina hopes to be an air hostess, Samantha wants to be an accountant.
(Samantha often ranks number one in her class!) Both girls found a home at TAGS.

At another school we met with 12 year old Beth (not her real name) for a classroom conference
with her teacher. Beth is an orphan who was rescued through Child Line Kenya, the national
hotline for abused children. Prior to her rescue she was being exploited as a domestic. Child Line
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referred Beth to TAGS, which will be her home until she is ready for university. Her tuition,
room and board, etc, is $500/year. Beth’s teacher told us that she is an avid reader, with her
head always in a book, even on weekends. Because she arrived with minimal education, she is
currently in a class with younger students. Nevertheless she is focused and dedicated. She knows
she has been given a great opportunity and is not going to waste it.
“Monifa” is a special needs student. We knew her from our previous visits to TAGS. She falls
along the autism spectrum and until recently TAGS was unable to provide her with appropriate
educational assistance. A few months ago, a school for LD children, the Butterfly Care Center
Africa, opened in Nairobi. It was founded by a retired local school teacher, Domitila Matheka,
(below at left) who is passionate for this population. The school is a start-up and the facilities
are rudimentary but the dedication of the teachers and staff and the spirit of the students were
over the top. In addition to learning they make crafts (on table in foreground) to help support
the school and themselves. In the photo they are shouting “AF-RI-CA!” with enthusiasm and
pride. For the first time Monifa (front row, in tie) has a path that will enable her to cope with, and
hopefully make her own way, in the world.
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The third group of TAGS students are learning vocational training. Pictured below are five
mothers and some of their babies. They range in age from 18-22. None of them are mothers by
choice and each of the babies’ fathers is absentee. They are studying at the Centre for Domestic
Training and Development, TAGS’ parent organization. This is the school where Tali worked and
taught during her semester in Kenya. The young mothers are preparing for occupations including
hairdressing, catering, computers and tailoring. They will graduate and be on their own within a
few months.

We took the TAGS students on a field trip to the Nairobi elephant orphanage.
Here the mothers and their kids are waiting for the bus at our hotel.
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Finally for now, back at TAGS, teacher Jane and our cousin Sophia co-taught a class in Personal
Hygiene to some of the younger pupils. It is important because, as the students repeated in no

uncertain terms, “Girls Have to Be Clean!” 😁

Thank you once again for sharing this journey with us. We will send out one further installment
before the fall.
For those who have been supportive this summer, and all along, we are more than grateful and
the girls are beyond that. In a world that is often upside down, we don’t often have the
opportunity to make a genuine and radical impact—for the better. As we have noted before,
even a few dollars go a very long way in Africa. (Of course more dollars go even further!)
We invite you to join us in “Saving the World—One Life at a Time" by making a contribution
to the Tali Fund. Or as detailed in the cover email, you can now set up monthly recurring
donations through the One World Children's Fund.
In gratitude—and with blessing.
Richard and Mindy Agler
Directors, The Tali Fund, Inc.

